
Our Gen4+ pillow speakers for Rauland® Responder® 5 systems are now available with backlit buttons. Just plug the pillow 

speaker into the patient station and all the buttons will be clearly and evenly lit from behind to make them visible in any 

light — without negatively affecting nurse call system functionality. With a backlit Gen4+ Pillow Speaker, your patients will 

no longer be left in the dark — they’ll have just enough light to see the buttons without keeping them up at night.

GEN4+® PILLOW SPEAKERS WITH BACKLIGHTING

PATIENT SATISFACTION
Knowing that patients aren't always at full strength when in the hospital, we’ve concentrated 
on making Gen4+ easy to use to give them better control of their environment in a situation in 
which they might feel powerless.  

. Buttons are easy to find and press

. Streamlined and lightweight case, like home remote controls

. Clean, clear sound

. Optional headphone jack to help minimize noise
 

INFECTION CONTROL
Hospital-acquired infections can be very costly, so Gen4 is sealed to help prevent infectious 
contaminants from getting into the case where they could be passed from patient to patient.

. Ingress Protection Rating of IP54 as defined by IEC 60529.*

. Smooth shape allows for quick and easy cleaning, and helps to prevent contaminants 
from collecting on the unit.
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* For units without a headphone jack



CRISP, CLEAR SOUND
Clear, high quality sound to 
increase patient satisfaction. 

DURABILITY 
The high-impact case material is designed 

to withstand over 100 drops onto a concrete 
floor without impacting its functionality. 

VISIBILITY 
Backlighting makes all the buttons easy to 

find in the dark. When the lights are on, the 
high-contrast case color and graphics make 

it easy for patients to find and use. 

SPECIFIC NURSE CALL BUTTONS 
Enable patients to relay their specific 
needs to the nursing staff. 

FLEX AND STRAIN RELIEF
The long flex relief is designed for 
longer life and greater flexibility. 
Internal strain relief prevents damage 
to internal components. 

EASY TO CLEAN 
The streamlined design facilitates 
quick and easy cleaning to aid in 
infection control.

DASH BUTTON
Allows patients to access digital subchannels

FOR QUALITY
In the US, pillow speakers are classified as Class 2 

exempt medical devices, and manufacturers must 

be registered with the FDA. Curbell is fully compliant 

with all government and industry regulations. 

Gen4+ is designed, manufactured, and tested to 

strict standards, including UL 1069, which includes 

flammability, environmental, static discharge, 

and drop testing to ensure safe use for patients in 

hospital room settings.

FOR EXPERTISE
Leading manufacturers of nurse call systems, 

healthcare TVs, and patient engagement systems 

depend on Curbell for their specialized private-

labeled pillow speakers. When it comes to replacing 

pillow speakers in your hospital, count on Curbell 

to share the latest market insights and understand 

your specific needs to recommend the right unit for 

your patients. 

FOR INNOVATION
From our first pillow speaker in 1962, Curbell 

has consistently led the industry with innovative 

features like nurse call integration, direct access 

to TV channels, and extensive room controls. With 

easy-to-press buttons and clean design, our new 

Gen4+ Pillow Speakers are the latest in our long line 

of industry-leading patient control devices. 

COUNT ON CURBELL

SEALED CASE
The sealed design reduces the potential 
risk of infectious fluids or solids settling 
into the unit. No exposed screws means 

one less area to attract dirt.

EASIER-TO-PRESS BUTTONS
Large buttons are recognizable at a 

glance and easy to press. 


